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ACMOS release systems and cleaning agents for composites are the perfect tool to ensure the 

highest standards of product quality. Great care is taken in developing these products, not only in 

terms of performance but also by placing a focus on industrial safety and environmental issues. 

 

Sacrificial external 
release 

ACMOSAN 82-5263 
Silicone- and VOC-free 
water-based release for all lay-up and 
spray-up processes 

ACMOSAN 82-263-3 
Silicone-free multipurpose release, 
can be polished 

ACMOSAN 82-4009 
High Solid, heavy silicone, also dilutable 
for Filament Winding, Hot Cast etc. 

 

Semipermanent release 

ACMOScoat 82-9501 

 
VOC-free, water-based sealer. Dilute 
with water to make it your release 
 

ACMOScoat 82-9101 

 
Durable sealer to provide release 
backbone to your moulds 
 

ACMOScoat 82-9062 

 
Efficient release to achieve maximum 
number of lifts before touch-up 
 

ACMOScoat 82-9064 

 
Strong release, also at high temperature. 
Achieves maximum number of lifts 
before touch-up, high gloss. 
 

 

Semipermanent spray 

ACMOScoat 82-2465 

 
Durable sealer spray to provide release 
backbone to your moulds 
 

ACMOScoat 82-2461 

 
Efficient release spray to achieve max. 
number of lifts before touch-up 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Release spray 
 

ACMOS 82-2405 Silicone-free multipurpose release spray 

ACMOS 70-2406 Multipurpose silicone release spray  
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Internal mould release 
 
 
 
 

ACMOSAL 82-866 
All EP/UP, also HP-RTM, Pultrusion and 
Extrusion 

ACMOSAL 82-869 
All EP/UP, best for Polymer Concrete, 
Pultrusion and Extrusion 

ACMOSAL 82-871 Special for UP-Gelcoats 

 

 
PVA-lacquer 
 

ACMOSAN 82-177 
Mouldmaking & plugs, condition 
surfaces with ACMOSAN P82-4 

 

 
 
 

System cleaners 
 
 
 

ACMOSOL 130-22 

 
Degreaser & rinse cleaner, washes off 
dirt, silicones, oils and mould cleaner 
residues 
 

ACMOSOL 130-158 

 
Adhesives remover: gets Tackytape, 
waxes & other stuff removed 
 

 
 
Ask your local customer advisor for support. 

 

For industrial / professional users only.  
Important: check for material compatibility before use. 
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Release pastes 
 
 
 

ACMOSAN P82-403 High slip & gloss, contains some silicone 

ACMOSAN P82-99 
Very high gloss, hard waxes, 
silicone-free 


